
A COMPLETE SERVICE

Decorate and enhance interior spaces

Add acoustic comfort to improve communication, concentration, relaxation

Guarantee users’ well-being

Create a healthy environments through air-quality conscious designs

Creator of decorative acoustic solutions            
Wallcoverings & acoustic panels



How does it work ?

When we speak we emit sound waves (energy) which hit the surfaces around us and change direction to come 

back to us : this is reverberation. The TEXDECOR acoustic solutions absorb sound waves and reduce reverberation. 

The better the acoustic solution, the more comfortable the surroundings will be.  

ACOUSTIC BENEFITS : 

- Improve concentration : offices, open plan workspace

- Improve communication  : restaurants, meeting rooms

- Improve vocal understanding : classrooms, conference halls

- Create a private space : reception areas, meeting areas

- Improve sound clarity : music rooms, theatres 

- Control sound volume to reduce its transmission : communal areas, rest areas

« Good acoustics mean 
better concentration and 
less fatigue »

ACOUSTIC

Fig A. Without acoustic correction, sounds reverberate off the 
room’s surfaces. 

Fig B. With acoustic correction, the sounds are partially absorbed 
by the acoustic panels or wallcovering, improving comfort levels.  



WHERE TO INSTALL THEM ?

THE ACOUSTIC PANELS

Especially suited to large spaces : school canteens, 
classrooms, open-plan offices, conference room, hotel 
lobbies or business reception areas, restaurants...

THE ACOUSTIC WALLCOVERING

- Very effiectivewhen used on large areas or all the walls of a room, the 
corridors of shared accommodation or a hotel, meeting or reception rooms, 
offices, home-cinemas.  It adds decor as well as acoustic comfort and protects 
the walls. 
- In larger spaces, use it alongside acoustic panels to obtain the acoustic 
comfort required 



From left to right and top to bottom  : Eos Polyform 2, ref. PFYV 9152 07 22 ; Signature Eternity, ref. SIGE 9159 03 77 ; Soft 2, ref. SOFT 9164 02 18 ; Vinacoustic
Polyform 3, ref. PFYR 9163 11 02

- Style the walls and improve acoustics in 1 step

- Textile or vinyl products to suit the use and surroundings 

- Quick and easy to install

- Ideal for communal areas, new or renovations

- Use with or without panels depending on the acoustic requirements and style required

ACOUSTIC WALLCOVERINGS



- Many formats and fixtures : ceilings, walls and floors

- Maximum acoustic performance : Alpha w = 1

- Technical characteristics suitable for use in public buildings

- An ecological collection with user-friendly solutions

- Ready-to-install acoustic lighting solutions

From left to right and top to bottom  : AirPanel 2 Faces, floor-mounted and across the ceiling ; back-lit SlimPanel S’concept  ; SlimPanel 2coloured louvre ; AirPanel 1 Face, 
Rounds 600 and 1200mm

ACOUSTIC PANELS



From left to right and top to bottom : Fresco, ref. FRES 9156 02 31 ; Cuero, ref. CUEO 9150 05 74 ; Dédale, ref. DEDA 9157 04 12 & DEDA 9157 04 28 ; Inosa, 
ref. INOS 9141 02 21

- Enhance the space with beautiful finishes and materials.  A great alternative to paint and glass fibre wallcoverings

- A long-term and cost-effective solution : highly shock-resistant and easy to maintain compact vinyl wallcovering

- A wide range of easy to coordinate colours and textures 

- Designs to create feature walls and add a personal touch to your project

DECORATIVE WALLCOVERINGS



Our team will assist throughout your project, from the choice of product to installation.

ACOUSTIC DIAGNOSTIC : 

Our teams carry out acoustic diagnostics to suit your space.
You just need to tell us the type of space, its dimensions and its features.
Depending on the solution selected, we will provide an estimate to resolve any issues.  
We can also assist you in choosing the most appropriate solution.

TAILOR-MADE  : 

Our range of acoustic vinyl wallcoverings and textile panels can be printed.  Logos, pictures, photos…anything 
is possible.  You simply send us your picture and your chosen solution, we take care of the rest !
The assembly workshop is close to our teams to study and carry out your specific requests. 

TECHNICAL FOLLOW UP  / ON SITE ASSISTANCE :
The products are simple to install but may require the expertise of a professional.  We can assist you in finding 
the right specialists.

SERVICES



Texdecor, a French company, a local partner

80% of our collections are Made in France to  guarantee a better quality of service and reduced transport impact.

Controlled environmental impact

Innovative designs and qualities to guarantee healthy interiors and reduce environmental impact : eco-designed felt with 

50% recycled  polyester, production using ISO 14001 management systems, water-based, solvent-free printing - inks and 

varnishes, phthalate-free PVC.  Environmental and sanitary declarations to reliably measure and compare their 

environmental impact, PEFC packaging.
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